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The NEST platform is an in-house object oriented numerical simulation tool capable to analyze in a modular
manner not only the transient behaviour of a building as a thermal and hydrodynamic system, but also the
coupling of new additional solutions like thermal solar systems such as flat plate solar collectors or photovoltaic
solutions like pV ventilated façades panels. Within RESSEEPE FP7 EU project CTTC-UPC has been working on
the adaptation and use of this tool for buildings, solar thermal collectors and pV ventilated façades.

Numerical resolution NEST building
Four different buildings have been modeled using
NEST code as a collection of different elements
(walls, outdoor, rooms, solar and thermal radiation,
openings, etc.) with different levels of detail (1D,
2D, simplified energy balances, CFD&HT, etc.) and
events such as occupancy for south, central and
northern EU climate conditions.

Temperature and relative humidity during a monthly evolution inside (two pictures on the left) the closed room (right) the ventilated room with occupants in Terrassa, Spain.

Numerical resolution NEST collector
High efficient flat plate solar collectors have been
designed with this tool. 3 prototypes are tested in
Sabadell Hospital, Spain. The use of Transparent
Insulation Materials (TIM) to decrease heat losses
and a ventilation channel to thermally protect the
collector from stagnation conditions, are two of the
main characteristics optimized with NEST.

Temperature map for honeycomb TIM panel
(CFD simulation).

Temperature map for the ventilating channel
under stagnation (CFD simulation).

NEST theoretical efficiency curve (BLUE left) and prototype experimental efficiency curve
(BLUE right) in comparison with actual ones (RED) conventional ones (rest) and vacuum
expensive ones (GREEN).

Numerical resolution NEST façade

A photovoltaic panel linked with a superinsulated mortar
wall, separated by a ventilated façade channel has been
numerically solved with NEST code, analyzing the optimal
gap distance depending on geometry proposed, the
building demo and the climate conditions. A first prototype
is under test in Coventry University, UK.
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The numerical simulation tool NEST has been a useful tool within this project
to virtually predict the thermal and fluid-dynamic behaviour of systems and
equipment in buildings for optimization purposes. The improvement
behaviour of room hospital under new retrofitting solutions, the optimization
gap size in ventilated façades with PV panels or the new optimal flat plate
solar collector are the examples here presented.
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